Michel Stamp Catalogs

MICHEL is known worldwide as a provider of neutral, competent and reliable information for collectors and over the past
100 years of publishing history has been awarded more than
600 medals. MICHEL today produces around 75 catalogs for
various collectibles and a monthly magazine. Unless otherwise noted, Michel catalogs are produced in German. Further
information regarding the details of Michel catalogs - please
read the English PDF introduction to Michel
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Germany Specialized
Catalog in English - Volume 1
This new Hardback edition covers and contains the: North
German Confederation, German Reich, German Post Offices
Abroad, German Colonies, Free City of Danzig and Memel Territory.
◾ Includes approximately 2,100 color images and 50,000 price
quotations.
◾ Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
◾ Editorial revision of the entire contents
◾ Contains the collections of the German Reich (with North German Confederation, foreign post offices and colonies) and Free City of
Danzig and the Memel area
◾ Processing priorities: Booklets German Empire, Weimar Republic and
Third Reich
RMIC37A16
$149.95

$127.46
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Germany Specialized Catalog
in English - Volume 2
This new Hardback Edition covers and
describes:The
German
Occupation
stamps from the Second World War and
the stamps during the Allied Occupation of Germany: Bohemia and Moravia, General-Government, Sudetenland,
German Occupation Issues 1939/1945,
Field Post Stamps, War and Propaganda Forgeries, German Local Issues from
1945, Allied Occupation (Joint Issues,
Issues for Soviet, French, British, and
American Zones).
Includes approximately 2,900 color images and 41,000 price quotations.
◾ Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
◾ Editorial revision of the entire contents
◾ Handy format with a clear modern layout
◾ New high-resolution color pictures
◾ Price movements in all areas of the catalog
$149.95
$127.46
RMIC37B16
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Michel Germany
Specialized 2017 Vol 1
This Hardcover Edition is 1,216 pages
and covers the following areas:
Germany, North German Confederation and Empire, Local Issues 1923
Auslandspostämter, colonies and Shipmail abroad, cast issues of the First and
Second World War, vote areas, Belgian
military post in the Rhineland, Danzig,
Memel, Bohemia and Moravia, General
Government, Sudetenland Field Post
Stamps, war and propaganda forgeries.
•Includes approximately 5,400 color images and 95,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Revisions in occupation in Weltkriek: Russia, Ukraine, Zara, private
expenditure 1939-1945; War and Propaganda forgeries
•Further updates to: Belgian military post in the Rhineland, Eupen,
Malmédy; Witu-Schutzgebiet
•Admission of new printing errors, varieties and other peculiarities
•Lively price movements, especially in the areas of old Germany, German empire, First and Second World War, General Government and
the Sudetenland, on Kriegspost- and Propaganda forgeries.
RMIC03A17

$149.95

$127.46
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Michel Germany
Specialized 2017 Vol 2
This Hardcover Edition is 1,408 pages
and covers the following areas:
German Local Issues from 1945 with official editions and private products; Joint
Issues, Berlin and Brandenburg, Soviet
zone; German Democratic Republic,
Berlin (West), Saarland and Saarland
as federal country; French zone, American and British Zone; BRD.
•Contains approximately 8,800 color images and 114,000 price quotations
•Admission of new printing errors, varieties and peculiarities
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Many price movements, especially in the areas of local issues, Allied
Control Council, Berlin and Brandenburg, Soviet Occupation Zone
and bizonal

RMIC03B17
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$149.95

$127.46

Michel Zeppelin &
Airmail Specialized 2017
This NEW Hardcover Edition is over 500
pages and is the first new edition in over
14 years! It covers the following areas:
•Zeppelin section with trips of all large
air ships divided into stages.
•Army and naval airships;
•American airships, State Treaty.
•Flight mail with a pioneer flight mail as
well as initial and inauguration flights
of scheduled air traffic in Germany between 1919 and 1945;
•Presentation and evaluation of airmail
stamps, cataloging of semi-official flight
and airmail stamps.
•Installation and cataloging of German
airmail stamps until 1945.
•More than 100 years ago, the announcement of the Zeppelin was a small sensation and even today
the huge airships fascinate the people - even in postal and philatelic
territory! Especially in the first decades of the 20th century, documents
and stamp markings document the first steps into a new era of passenger and bulk goods traffic.
•Over 1700 illustrations and 8000 price quotes
Edition: 3rd edition, new in color
Pages: about 512
RMIC4217

$149.95

$127.46
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Michel Classic Europe
1840-2014
The stamps of the “classical period”
from 1840 to about 1914. First new edition in over 10 years! Brands from all
over Europe from 1840 to ca. 1914 The
first British stamp was issued on 6 May
1840 When the end of the “classical” period is to be determined, it is more difficult to determine, many are from the
First World War as a caesura The classic stamps of Europe continue to form
a royal discipline of philately with their
well-known and expensive specimens
Reviews for different units such as pairs,
stripes and block of four References to
reprints, special cancellations, special
features of the stamp printing and more
More than 4,000 color pictures, some
90,000 quotations Edition: 2nd edition, in color Pages: about 720 Format: 165 mm x 238 mm, hard cover
RMIC1918
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$159.95

$135.96

Michel Western Europe
2017/2018
This Hardcover Edition is 1,408 pages
and covers the following areas:
Alderney, Belgium, Great Britain, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Ireland, Jersey, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
•Includes approximately 17,000 color
images and 80,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Reviews of the customizable placemats
of the Belgian Freimarken “Postemblem”
•Attention: New references to counterfeiting in 17 British Postage Areas
•MICHEL has completely reworked the sections on the booklets of the
island of Alderney and the Irish print-out of rolls (1970s)

RMIC12F18

$119.95

$101.96
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Michel Central Europe
2017
This Hardcover Edition is 1,408 pages
and covers the following areas:
Alderney, Belgium, Great Britain, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Ireland, Jersey, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
•Includes approximately 17,000 color
images and 80,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Reviews of the customizable placemats
of the Belgian Freimarken “Postemblem”
•Attention: New references to counterfeiting in 17 British Postage Areas
•MICHEL has completely reworked the sections on the booklets of the
island of Alderney and the Irish print-out of rolls (1970s)

RMIC12A17
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$119.95

$101.96

Michel Southern Europe
2017
This Hardcover Edition is 1,532 pages
and covers the following areas:
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina (all 3
postal administrations), Fiume, Italy, Yugoslavia, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia,
Malta, Montenegro, San Marino, Serbia,
Slovenia, Trieste, Vatican.
•Includes approximately 19,500 color
images and 80,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Additional information such as circulation figures and biographical information
was added
RMIC12C17

$119.95

$101.96
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Michel Northern Europe
2017/2018
This Hardcover Edition is 1,088 pages
and covers the following areas:
Aland, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Greenland,
Karelia, Latvia, Lithuania, Central Lithuania, Northingermanland, Norway and
Sweden.
•Includes approximately 12,000 color
images and 58,000 price quotations.
•First time includes Danish Booklets
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Price movements throughout
RMIC12E18
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$119.95

$101.96

Michel Eastern Europe
2017/2018
This New Hardback Edition is 1,184
pages and covers the following areas:
Carpathian Ukraine, Moldova (Moldova), Poland, Russia, Soviet Union,
Ukraine, Belarus and Western Ukraine.
•Includes approximately 16,000 color
images and 59,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Price movements in many areas
RMIC1318
$119.95

$101.96
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Michel SouthWest
Europe 2017
This Hardcover Edition is 1,504 pages
and covers the following areas:
Andorra (French), Andorra (Spanish),
France, Gibraltar, Monaco, Portugal and
Spain.
•Includes approximately 17,000 color
images and 80,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Treasure trove of motifs for classic collectors
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Includes “Schatzkästchen” with international auction results
RMIC12B17
$119.98
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$101.96

Michel SouthEast Europe
2017/2018
This Hardcover Edition is 1,280 pages
and covers the following areas:
Aegean Islands, Bulgaria, Epirus,
Greece (with Mount Athos), Icaria, Ionian Islands, Crete, Eastern Rumelia, Romania, Samos, Thrace, Turkey, Turkish
Cyprus, Cyprus..
•Includes approximately 19,000 color
images and 70,000 price quotations.
•Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
•Numerious additions with editorial revision of the entire contents
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
•Price movements in the entire reference guide

RMIC12D18

$119.95

$101.96
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Michel North America
2015
This Edition is 644 pages and covers
the following areas:
Hawaii, Canada (British Colonies and
Dominion), Confederate States of America, Panama Canal Zone, St. Pierre and
Miquelon, United States of America,
United Nations (New York).
•Stamp issues of the North American
states
•Fundgrube for motifs and classical collectors
•Editorial revision of the entire catalog
•Numerous high-resolution color pictures for the classic brands of the USA
•Complete revision and adjustment of
minimum prices from 2011 edition
•Over 6500 illustrations and 33,000 price quotes with philatelic maps
•Consideration of current exchange rate shifts (as of January 2015)
•Lively price movements throughout the catalog, especially with early
Canadian and modern American brands
•Catalogs for items up to 3/2015

RMIC1715
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$139.95

$118.97

Michel USA Specialized
This soft cover edition covers and contains the:
United States of America, Guam, Hawaii, Confederate States of America,
Cuba (1898-1902), Panamakanalzone,
Philippines (1898-1946) and Puerto
Rico (from 1898-1900) and United Nations (New York).
Description:
•Over 6100 illustrations and more than
70,000 price quotes in 894 pages
•Expansion of the ABC list to quickly find
the more than 5000 brands
•New addition of more than 600 main
numbers as well as 35 slides and booklets
•NEW: First time with colored pictures!
•Including “Schatzkästchen” with international auction results
•Rising prices especially in the field of classical issues in postfrischer
condition as well as with modern Unterarten of Freimarken
RMIC2414

$149.95

$127.46
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Michel Saar Specialized
2017/2018
This edition is 166 pages and covers the
following areas:
Special information on German postage
stamps from the Saar area from 1920
to July 5, 1959, ie. the collective areas
of German reconciliation areas (Saarland), Saarland and Saarland as a federal state of the FRG.
•First reworked edition for over 15 years
•The MICHEL Saar-Spezial contains extracts from the MICHEL reference works
Germany-Spezial, Briefe-Deutschland
and Ganzsachen-Deutschland combined with current research results of
the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Saar
•Comprehensive letter and postal stationary (Ganzsachen) section
•With fee overview for the Saarland after World War II
•Detailed description and detailed illustrations of the various printing
errors on MiNr. 1-16 (Saargebiets imprints)
•Tables for print data, printers and machine marks
RMIC6018
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$99.95

$84.96

Michel South America
2016/17 Vol 1 (A-J)
Includes: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Ecuador, French Guiana (with
Inini), Guyana.
•Hardcover binding with reading tape
•Output in two volumes: Volume 2 contains the output edges K-Z
•Editorial review and review of the entire
reference work
•Numerous additions and corrections,
many new color pictures
•The main focus of this edition is Bolivia
and Argentina
•Lively price movements in all areas,
esp Guyana (in the classical sector and
for brands from 1970 to 2000)
•Catalogs of issues through August 2016
•17,000 illustrations and some 67,000
quotations
•1088 pages
RMIC103A17

$149.95

$127.46
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Michel Central America
2015
Includes: Belize, British Honduras,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama
(with Panama Canal Zone).
•Editorial revision of the entire catalog
•Areas of work: El Salvador and Panama
•For classical and motif collectors
•New format with clear and modern layout
•For the first time with high-resolution
color images;
•Incorporation of more than 6000 new
scans 11,000 illustrations and some
52,000 quotations and philatelic maps
•Clear price movements throughout the
catalog; especially in the case of British
Honduras and Guatemala
•Catalogs of new issues through April 2015
•862 pages

RMIC10115
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$149.95

$127.46

Michel Switzerland
Specialized 2017/2018
This Hardcover is 464 pages and covers
the following areas:
Stamp issues of Switzerland from the
first issues in 1843 all the way through
2017 with detailed cataloging and varieties, printing errors and other special
features.
Switzerland:
Canton
expenditures
of Zurich, Canton of Geneva, Canton of Basel, Bundespost, Vending machines, Trademarks, Vending
machines, Rolling stamps, Service
stamps,Portofreiheitsmarken,
Portomarken, Telegrakenmarken, Flugmarken, Localausgaben, Militär (feld)
post, Internationale Organisationen,
telegraph brands, flight marks, locals, military post, Int. Organizations,
Postal Stationery (Ganzsachen), Campione.
Ganzsachen, Campione
•Includes approximately 4,000 color images and 32,00 price quotes.
•Hardcovers with ribbon bookmarks
•Both titles contain an extensive postal stationary section
•Price increases also for brands of the Federal Post from the 70s and
90s
•MICHEL and Zumstein numbering, prices in EUR & Swiss Franc
•Handy format with a clear modern layout
RMIC3518
$119.95
$101.96
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Michel South America
2016/17 Vol 2 (K-Z)
Includes: Colombia (with -Antioquia,
-Bolivar, -Boyacá, -Cundinamarca,
-Santander, -Tolima), Paraguay, Peru,
SCADTA, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela.
•Catalog in 2 volumes: alphabetically
preceding editions (A-J) appear 2016
•Hardcover binding with reading tape
•New handy format with clear modern
layout
•For motifs and classical collectors
•Editorial revision of the entire catalog
•More than 15,500 illustrations and
63,000 quotations and philatelic maps
•Lively price movements throughout the
catalog; significant increases particularly in older editions of Paraguay, in Peru
from 2000 and older areas of Venezuela
•Catalogs for novelties up to October 2015
•928 pages

RMIC103B17
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$149.95

$127.42

Michel CEPT 2016-2017
All Community editions of the CEPT or
PostEurope countries, including predecessors and sympathizers / co-sponsor
editions, service marks for the Council
of Europe, NATO, EFTA, Scandinavian
Community issues, CSCE. Completely
reworked and brought to the latest research by the MICHEL specialist editorial Expenditure on the collection area
Europe with many special information
Numerous price changes in all countries
and territories Including vintage tables
About 5400 pictures and more than 19
500 quotations Product information: Edition: 43rd edition, in color Result Pages:
528 pages Format: 150 mm x 225 mm
RMIC1517

$109.95

$93.46
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Michel Deutsches Reich
Plate Flaws 1875-1945
Michel Deutsches Reich Plate Flaws
1875-1945
This Edition is 82 pages and covers:
Currently cataloged plate flaws of the
German Empire (1875-1945) from MiNr.
31 to MiNr. 910 as well as officials.
• Damaged printing plates are becoming increasingly popular with stamp collectors
•
Extracted from Germany specialized catalog 2015 (Volume 1), however,
added new pictures
•
On one hand basic cataloging of
stamps, then targeted cataloging of
plate flaws were considered the printing
errors from MiNr. 31 and the officials
• Expenditure, where previously no plate failure errors are cataloged
were not included
• With over 800 images and about 3,000 price quotations

RMIC709
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$49.95

$42.46

Michel Ganzsachen
Germany 2018
Michel Ganzsachen Germany 2018
(COMING SOON!)
This NEW Edition is over 900 pages
and is the first new reissue since 2014!
It covers the following areas: Official
postal items (envelopes, stripes, card
covers, postcards, etc.) with printed
postal stationery including postal service and government expenditure of all
German territories, personal expenses
of the Deutsche Post AG, private mail
expenses of the Deutsche Post AG, international reply forms.
•First reissue since 2014
•More than 4,000 illustrations of the
stamps, the most important form differences and watermarks, and more than
19,000 price quotations
•Editorial revision of the entire reference work, many new recordings>
•Price movements all over catalog
•Catalog of Novelties up to MiR 11/2017
Edition: 22nd edition, in color Pages: about 960 Format: 152 mm x
203 mm Date of issue: December 8, 2017
RMIC31018

$149.95

$127.46
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Michel East Africa 2017
British Territories in Indian Ocean, Burundi, German East Africa, Kenya (with
British East Africa), Comoros (with Anjouan, Grande Comore, Mohéli), Madagascar (with Diégo Suarez, Nossi-Bé,
Sainte-Marie de Madagascar), Mauritius , Mayotte, East African Community
(with British East Africa and Uganda
etc.), Réunion, Rwanda, Rwanda-Urundi, Zanzibar, Seychelles, Tanganyika,
Tanzania, Uganda. New: festive binding with reading ribbon Editorial revision
of the entire reference work Many new
color pictures, various illustrations could
be added completely new Many new
formats have been added to Burundi
and Madagascar Price movements
throughout the band Particularly from Burundi, Tanzania and Uganda,
since last edition The new MICHEL reference book is indispensable
to distinguish the many unofficial editions (for example, from Rwanda,
Madagascar, etc.) from genuine official stamps Over 7600 illustrations
and 50,000 price quotes Edition: 40th edition, in color Result Pages:
736 Format: 155 mm x 230 mm, hard cover
RMIC104B17
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$149.95

$127.46

Michel Soviet Union
Specialized 2017
This Hardcover Edition is 1,050 pages
and covers the following areas:
USSR 1923-1991, revenue stamps, locals Tambov, postage and postal fees.
• Includes approximately 6,000 color images and 58,000 price quotations.
• Hardcover with ribbon bookmark
• Detailed illustration of the ongoing decades postage stamp series (incl Summary tables) and the description of many
differences in Nachauflagen
• Handy format with a clear modern layout
• Many new pictures including press errors and type differences

RMIC41717

$224.95

$191.21
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Michel Gulf States 2013
Catalog in English
This beautiful 2nd edition with 892 pages, over 10,000 illustrations and 68,000
price quotations, covers the following
areas:
Abu Dhabi, Aden, Aden protectorates,
Ajman, Ajman-Manama, Bahrain, Dubai,
Federation of South Arabia, Fujeira,
Iraq, Kuwait, Oman (Sultanate), Qatar,
Ras al Khaimah, Saudi Arabia (with Jejaz and Nejd) Sharjah, Sharjah-Khor
Fakkan, Trucial States, Umm al Qiwain,
United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Yemen
(North, Kingdom, South, Republic).
Also includes some reviews on Sets,
Blocks, Sheetlets and Se-tenants. Additional evaluation on blocks of 4 and FDC’s in some areas as well.

RMIC6513
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$167.95

$142.76

click here for our
Scott Album specials
30% off

America’s (and the World’s) Largest Stamp Collecting Supply Company
SHIPPING CHARGES
By MAIL/UPS *: $7.50 Min. Orders over $54 ADD 12%,
Over $100 ADD 10%, Over $250 ADD 8%
* Some Remote Areas Carry Higher Shipping charges.
PA Residents: ADD 6% Sales Tax
ADD $5/$10 Per Parcel on high weight/low cost orders shipped to the 11
Western States & TX
Ask for Shipping Charges to AK, HI, P.R., APO’s, FPO’s, Foreign
Phone: 1-800-221-9960 Fax: 1-888-221-9960
Email: custserv@subwaystamp.com
Phone: 814-946-1000 Fax: 814-946-9997
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2121 Beale Ave, Altoona, Pa 16601 - DEPT. F
www.subwaystamp.com/
Prices subject to change without notice
Not Responsible For Typographical Errors

